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Schlage is pleased to announce an all-new series of indicators
for the L-Series mortise lock. The new indicators provide
unparalleled features and flexibility for any application where
indicators are required, from classroom security to restrooms
and all doors in between.
Specifically, the new indicators offer the following features:

2” x ½” message window

180 visibility

Messaging window above the cylinder for visibility
during emergency lockdown

High-contrast red/white and white/black messaging for
improved visibility by the color-vision impaired
Application flexibility is enhanced with the indicators now being
available on 28 different functions. Furthermore, the indicator is
available for both the inside or outside trim (provided that side of
the trim has a cylinder, thumb turn, coin turn, or emergency
turn). The new indicator design is available for sectional and N escutcheon only
Ordering on new locks is extremely easy – simply specify the option number listed below that corresponds to the
desired message and desired placement on the door (inside or outside).

Inside Indicator
Outside Indicator

L283-711
L283-721

L283-712
L283-722

L283-713
L283-723

L283-714
L283-724

List price. The indicator is a $90 adder to the list price of the lock (same for escutcheon or sectional trim)
Availability. N escutcheon indicators are currently available for cylinder, thumbturn, coin turn, and privacy pin trim
types. Sectional indicators are currently available for cylinder trim only; remaining trim types (thumbturn, cointurn,
privacy) will be available early 2015.
Changes to existing offering. Locks utilizing the current indicator (L496, L9486, L9496) will be discontinued at the
end of the 2014. Identical functionality with the new indicator design can be ordered as follows:
L496P
-> L460P L283-722
L9486P
-> L9485P L283-723
L9486P x L583-375 -> L9485P L283-722
L9496P
-> L9456P L283-722
Effective immediately, L escutcheon indicators are no longer available and are replaced by the new N escutcheon
indicators.
For more information. Product datasheet is available at www.allegion.com/us (all products->mechanical locks>Schlage L mortise) or by clicking <here>

